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ABSTRACT: Heterostructured two-dimensional colloidal
nanoplatelets are a class of material that has attracted great
interest for optoelectronic applications due to their high
photoluminescence yield, atomically tunable thickness, and
ultralow lasing thresholds. Of particular interest are
laterally heterostructured core−crown nanoplatelets with
a type-II band alignment, where the in-plane spatial
separation of carriers leads to indirect (or charge transfer)
excitons with long lifetimes and bright, highly Stokes
shifted emission. Despite this, little is known about the nature of the lowest energy exciton states responsible for emission
in these materials. Here, using polarization-controlled, steady-state, and time-resolved photoluminescence measurements,
at temperatures down to 1.6 K and magnetic fields up to 30 T, we study the exciton fine structure and spin dynamics of
archetypal type-II CdSe/CdTe core−crown nanoplatelets. Complemented by theoretical modeling and zero-field
quantum beat measurements, we find the bright-exciton fine structure consists of two linearly polarized states with a fine
structure splitting ∼50 μeV and an indirect exciton Lande ́ g-factor of 0.7. In addition, we show the exciton spin lifetime to
be in the microsecond range with an unusual B−3 magnetic field dependence. The discovery of linearly polarized exciton
states and emission highlights the potential for use of such materials in display and imaging applications without
polarization filters. Furthermore, the small exciton fine structure splitting and a long spin lifetime are fundamental
advantages when envisaging CdSe/CdTe nanoplatelets as elementary bricks for the next generation of quantum devices,
particularly given their ease of fabrication.
KEYWORDS: CdSe/CdTe colloidal nanoplatelets, indirect excitons, high magnetic fields, core−crown heterostructure, spin dynamics,
exciton fine structure, exchange interaction
Semiconducting heterostructures are at the heart ofmodern optoelectronic devices.1,2 Recently, it hasbecome possible to prepare heterostructures from
atomically thin two-dimensional (2D) materials. Solution-
based routes to such materials, in the form of colloidal
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nanoplatelets (NPLs), have garnered significant interest due to
their relative ease of fabrication and tunable optical properties
via atomic thickness and composition control.3,4 Much of the
effort has been directed toward cadmium chalcogenide
heterostructures, typically consisting of a CdX (X = S, Se,
Te) core surrounded by an alternate CdX material. The second
material is typically grown either in the strong confinement
direction on the exposed face of the NPL (termed core−shell)
or laterally in plane around the core where the confinement is
weaker (termed core−crown).5 Although the exciton-fine
structure and spin physics of CdSe NPLs have been
explored,6,7 much less remains known about core−crown
NPLs. Of particular interest are CdSe/CdTe core−crown
NPLs, where as a result of the respective energetic offsets the
highest valence band states (holes) lie in the CdTe crown and
the lowest conduction band states (electrons) lie in the CdSe
core, representing a type-II (or quasi-type-II) band align-
ment.8,9 These materials can support excitons built from the
spatially separated charge carriers and are termed indirect (IX)
or charge transfer (CT) excitons (the former terminology will
be used throughout the paper). These hetero-NPLs, whose
thickness can be tuned between three and five monolayers,
have room-temperature quantum yields (PLQY) in excess of
70%, long exciton radiative lifetimes (<200 ns), and extremely
low lasing thresholds (<50 μJ/cm2).10−15 Consequently, they
have been proposed as ideal candidates for photocatalysts,
luminescent solar concentrators, and light-emitting diodes as
well as being a model system for investigation of excitons in 2D
heterostructures.16−19 Furthermore, because one carrier can be
shared between two excitons, type-II nanostructures are
promising materials for quantum gates operating through the
controlled interaction of pairs of qubits encoded on
Figure 1. Optical and structural characterization of CdSe/CdTe four-monolayer nanoplatelets (NPLs). (a) Transmission electron
microscopy image of core−crown (NPLs) of ∼50 × 20 nm in size. Inset (red border) shows the CdSe NPL core which is ∼35 × 12 nm in
size. Scale bar in both images is 50 nm. (b) Cartoon depicting excitonic transitions of CdSe/CdTe core−crown NPLs and their respective
energies at 4 K. Based on the energetic offsets, electrons are expected to lie in the CdSe conduction band with holes in the CdTe crown.
Recombination occurs across the type-II or quasi-type-II heterojunction. (c) Absorption and PL spectra of core−crown NPLs at cryogenic
temperatures (4 and 1.6 K, respectively). The absorption spectrum (black curve) shows four peaks arising from the CdSe, CdTe heavy/light
hole−electron transitions as marked, along with a broad tail out to 750 nm arising from IX state absorption. The dashed lines indicate the
excitation wavelengths used for off-resonant (480 nm) and quasi-resonant (640 nm) excitation. The PL spectrum (blue curve) at 1.6 K
shows a slight asymmetry, and the shape of the spectrum in the case of resonant excitation is obscured by the presence of a filter to cut
excitation light. (d) Magneto circular dichroism spectrum (MCD; dashed line) of 4 ML CdSe/CdTe NPLs dispersed in hexane.
Measurements are performed at room temperature with a magnetic field strength of 1.6 T. The measured MCD is fit using the derivative of
the absorption peaks at 2.24 eV (red) and 2.42 eV (blue), which are well matched with the center of the absorption bands of the pure CdSe
and CdTe domains, respectively. From this, the solution and orientation-averaged Lande ́ g-factors of the individual core and crown can be
estimated to be 0.35 and 0.22, respectively; this is found to be independent of the applied field (SI, S5).
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neighboring excitons.20−22 However, in order to assess the
potential of type-II NPLs for optoelectronic or quantum
devices, the magneto-optical properties of the lowest energy
band edge IXs must be understood.
Here, using a combination of time- and polarization-resolved
spectroscopy at high magnetic fields (30 T) and cryogenic
pump−probe spectroscopy, we address the IX fine structure
(EFS) and the spin physics of CdSe/CdTe NPLs. Resonant
excitation of the lowest energy CdSe/CdTe IX transition
reveals that, at zero-field, the EFS of the bright IX consists of
two linearly polarized bright states, energetically split by ∼50
μeV due to an anisotropic exchange interaction (AEI). Upon
application of low magnetic fields (<5 T), an interplay between
the AEI and Zeeman interaction results in an unusual coupling
of excitons to circularly polarized light of opposite helicity with
respect to that used to excite. At higher magnetic fields (5−30
T), Zeeman interactions dominate over AEI and any spin
mixing. The symmetry of IX eigenstates evolves with the
magnetic field from linear symmetry at zero field to circular
symmetry at high Zeeman splitting. From this regime, we
determine the IX Lande ́ factor, gex ≈ 0.7. Complementary
modeling of the NPLs magneto-optical response allows
determination of the IX spin lifetime and EFS splitting,
corroborating its amplitude being in the tens of μeV range. In
addition, measurement of the spin relaxation rate as a function
of magnetic field reveals an unusual B−3 dependence. The
origin of this cannot be assigned but potentially results from
coupling between the exciton spin and acoustic phonons.
Finally, the photoluminescence (PL) is found to weakly
depend on the magnetic field, suggesting the small influence of
intra-EFS relaxation toward optically inactive excitons, even at
large field strengths.
Our results provide a direct picture of IX fine structure and
spin dynamics at the interface of a 2D lateral heterostructure.
The uncovering of a small EFS splitting coupled with high
PLQY and simple batch sample fabrication may allow for
heteroNPLs to be used in devices for quantum bit
manipulation or for the production of entangled photons.23−25
With careful growth control and heterostructure design,
regimes of quantum emission can indeed be reached in such
systems.26 More generally, the discovery of linearly polarized
exciton states makes these materials particularly appealing for
optoelectronic applications such as liquid crystal displays and
biological visualization agents.27,28 Typically, spherical (or
nearly spherical) colloidal quantum dots emit circularly
polarized light, and hence, filters with their associated losses
must be used to analyze the linearly polarized emission.29,30 In
addition, the work provides a framework for investigating the
low temperature physics and spin dynamics of NPLs and more
generally 2D heterostructures especially when the emission is
broad and beyond study with conventional techniques.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
NPL Structural and Optical Characterization. Figure 1a
shows a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of
CdSe/CdTe NPLs (CdSe NPL core inset) synthesized using a
method detailed previously. The NPLs consist of a ∼35 × 12
nm CdSe core on whose edges a CdTe crown is laterally
grown; this results in a platelet with total dimension of ∼50 ×
20 nm (see schematic representation in Figure 1b). The NPLs
crystallize in a zinc blende structure with CdTe crown grown
on the facets of the CdSe core that are perpendicular to the
[001] direction.15 All platelets considered in this study have a
thickness of four monolayers (4 MLs). In order to minimize
aggregation, NPLs were mixed with a ∼20% (w/v) polystyrene
solution before being depositing as dilute films via either blade
or spin coating. The dispersion of platelets within the film is
confirmed via transmission electron microscopy and PL
lifetime measurements which show no change in the PL
lifetime between solution and film (see Figure S3). Figure 1c
shows the absorption spectrum of a thin film of core−crown
NPLs at 4 K. Four prominent transitions, illustrated in Figure
1c, can be observed at ∼530 nm (2.34 eV) and ∼473 nm (2.62
eV) resulting from the CdTe crown electron-heavy hole (e-
hh), electron-light hole (e-lh) transitions, and at ∼500 nm
(2.48 eV) and ∼470 nm (2.64 eV) resulting from the e-hh and
e-lh transition in the CdSe core. In addition, there is a broad
tail of transitions extending to ∼750 nm. As shown in previous
studies this does not arise from light scattering but from
absorption of the IX state.31 Measuring the absorption of left
and right circularly polarized light under a weak magnetic field
(magneto-circular dichroism spectroscopy, MCD)32,33 also
allows us to determine the Lande ́ g-factor, gex, of e-hh excitons
in the individual CdSe/CdTe domains. This is shown for
heteroNPLs in solution at room temperature in Figure 1d
where a characteristic “first derivative” of absorption feature at
room temperature (dashed line) arises in the MCD spectrum
similar to that observed in 0D dots.34 Fitting the first derivative
(dashed line) of the absorption band for the lowest energy
CdSe (blue) and CdTe (red) domain exciton transitions as a
function of magnetic field gives gex of 0.35 and 0.22,
respectively (see SI, S5, for further details).
In contrast to CdSe core or CdSe/CdS core−shell NPLs,
the PL of core−crown CdSe/CdTe NPLs is broad and
significantly red-shifted from the absorption. The red- and
blue-shaded spectra show the emission of NPLs for excitations
above the band gap at 480 nm, and in quasi-resonance with the
IX absorption at 640 nm (at 1.6 K). In the case of quasi-
resonant excitation the presence of a filter to cut laser
excitation limits absolute determination of the PL shape. We
remark that on cooling to 1.6 K the entire PL spectrum
narrows (fwhm ∼130 meV at room temperature to ∼65 meV
at 1.6 K), but even at these low temperatures it is still relatively
broad and featureless. In comparison, the line width of direct
excitons measured in diluted phases of chalcogenide nano-
crystals (NCs) is typically in the few meV range.35,36 This
limits investigation of the fine structure via conventional
techniques such as spectral shifting, narrowing, and splitting of
the PL peak at low temperature and on the application of weak
(or moderate) magnetic fields.6,30,37,38 Consequently, we chose
to investigate the EFS, primarily via magneto-optical experi-
ments exploiting the effect of the magnetic field on the
polarization of PL emission under both off-resonant and quasi-
resonant excitation. We note that for quasi-resonant excitation
of the IX transition there is no charge (carrier) transfer
accompanying the IX generation process and momentum
relaxation pathways are strongly limited, making possible the
preparation of IXs in well-defined spin configurations.
Magneto-Optical Effects: Experimental Results and
Modeling. The degrees of circular and linear polarization
(DCP and DLP, respectively) are useful quantitative tools for
characterizing the EFS of semiconductor materials and are
central to this work;39−42 we define them in the usual
convention as DCP = (Iσ+ − Iσ−)/(Iσ+ + Iσ−), whatever the
circular polarization of the excitation, where Iσ+ (Iσ−) is the
intensity of σ+ (σ−) circularly polarized component of the
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emission and DLP = (I// − I⊥)/(I// + I⊥), with I// and I⊥
denoting the intensity of the emission analyzed in a direction
parallel or perpendicular to the linearly polarized excitation. In
nanoparticles, the application of a strong magnetic field
induces a Zeeman splitting in the exciton states which
manifests itself as a contrast between σ+ and σ− emission,
under σ+ (σ−) excitation.42 Figure 2a shows σ+ and σ− PL
spectra of core−crown CdSe/CdTe NPLs under resonant σ+
excitation at 1.6 K and 30 T as well as the obtained DCP
spectrum. Across the whole emission band, the DCP
diminishes from 40% at the peak (∼660 nm) to 10% at the
low energy tail. However, in this work we shall limit the
magneto-optical study and analysis to emission in the interval
660−670 nm where the DCP only slightly varies (<1%). In
this region, we can tentatively assign the emission band to be
from a single species, that is, a neutral exciton whose transition
is inhomogeneously broadened. The strong quenching of DCP
at longer wavelengths may arise from the overlap of emission
between several different PL bands, the origin of which is
beyond the scope of this study.
The dependence of the DCP on the applied magnetic field
along the propagation direction of the excitation light provides
several insights into the EFS: first, at 1.6 K, the evolution of the
DCP under σ+ quasi-resonant excitation (Figure 2b) is non
monotonic and shows a pronounced positive peak at B ∼ 2 T,
whereas the DCP(B) observed for a σ− excitation continuously
increases. At high field, the DCPs from σ− and σ+ excitations
both converge toward a limiting value of ∼0.39. On increasing
the temperature to 25 K, the DCP is globally weaker than at
1.6 K and does not reach saturation in the same range of
magnetic field (Figure 2d); moreover, the amplitude of the low
field peak is strongly reduced. Such effects are absent in the
nonresonant scheme (Figure 2c), indicating that under
resonant excitation polarization-induced selection is achieved
as helicity is changed. This also suggests that at least two
excitonic states contribute to the emission, whose thermal-
ization is mainly driven by spin relaxation. As detailed later, we
will show that the inversion in the DCP observed at 1.6 K
relates to a competition between the spin relaxation and
excitonic recombination dynamics. Finally, we also note that
the DCPs measured under nonresonant excitation show the
same B dependence for both σ+ and σ− polarizations. They
remain negative and saturate at a value of ∼40%, significantly
lower than 75% achievable in assemblies of spherical QDs.42
In light of the clear excitation polarization effect under
resonant excitation, another key feature of the data in Figure 2
is the observation of a null DCP value at zero field for resonant
excitation, pointing to an emission arising from linearly
polarized states in absence of magnetic coupling. This loss of
circular symmetry in emission also appears in resonant DLP
measurements when no field is applied. Polar plots of emission
intensity are shown in Figure 3a. The polarization of the
exciting beam is set with a polarizer (angle β with respect to
the laboratory horizontal axis) and the PL analysis is
performed, using a rotating half-waveplate and a polarizer
whose direction remains fixed along the “best response” axis of
the spectrometer (vertical axis). The combination of the
waveplate and polarizer acts as a single analyzer. When
repeating the experiment for different values of β, we observe
that the maximum of PL intensity is always reached when the
analysis is performed along the direction of the exciting light,
defined by the angle β, and a high DLP (40% < DLP < 70%) is
evidenced. Importantly when the excitation is tuned out of
resonance the DLP is found to be close to zero (filled circles in
Figure 3a) and no preferential polarization appears in the PL.
Bright-exciton states hybridization has been observed in
epitaxial and elongated colloidal dots30,38,43−45 and although it
can have many different specific origins, it is most generally
always related to a reduction in the nanostructure symmetry, a
point which will be discussed in subsequent sections.
Following hybridization the resulting lowest energy bright
states are then linear combinations of heavy-hole exciton states
characterized by the angular momentum Ms = ±1 (generally
expressed as |±1⟩). To such combinations correspond non
degenerate |X⟩ and |Y⟩ states, which are dipole-active along
some of the high symmetry crystallographic axes of the NC. In
order to first rationalize the DCP behavior observed in core−
crown NPLs and extract the relevant EFS parameters, we
suggest the following, closely accounting for the general
symmetry of the platelets: the NPL EFS forms a system of |X⟩,
|Y⟩ states lying in the NPL plane associated with linearly
crossed polarized transitions and split in energy by an amount
δ1 (fine structure splitting; Figure 3b). In this framework, the
general magneto-optics of the NPLs films is already relatively
well described by considering ideally organized ensembles of
“in-plane” (horizontal) NPLs placed in the magnetic field
applied in the direction of propagation of the exciting light and
perpendicular to the sample substrate (z direction). We then
suggest that important corrections to the DCP curves might
arise from the contribution of the NPLs having different
orientations and a different response to the magnetic field.
Let us first consider the case of horizontal NPLs; i.e., all the
NPLs are aligned face-on to the substrate. |X⟩ and |Y⟩ states
experience a Zeeman interaction; the Hamiltonian describing
Figure 2. Magneto-optical responses of CdSe/CdTe NPLs
dispersed in polystyrene films. (a) Spectrally resolved σ+ and σ−
emissions at 1.6 K and 30 T and the associated degree of circular
polarization, DCP, as a function of wavelength (green line); see
main text for definition of DCP. (b, c) DCP as a function of
magnetic field strength under quasi-resonant excitation (λexc ≈ 640
nm, cw) at 1.6 and 25 K respectively. (d) Measured DCP(B) under
nonresonant excitation (λexc ≈ 485 nm, cw). In (b)−(d), the red
and light red solid lines are fits arising from EFS spin relaxation
modeling (see main text and Supporting Information for model
description). All DCPs are determined at 660 nm.
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the exciton states in the presence of the longitudinal field
(Faraday geometry) is38
ω δ ω δ̂ = ℏ − | | + ℏ + | |
+ δ |+ + |−|− − |
H X X Y Y
2 2
2
( 1 1 1 1 )z
0
1
0
1i
k
jjj
y
{
zzz
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i
k
jjjj
y
{
zzzz
(1)
where |±1⟩ are the states with Ms = ± 1. δz is the Zeeman
splitting given by gzμBBz with gz being the exciton longitudinal
g-factor. The new eigenstates, denoted |EL+⟩ and |EL−⟩, are
then:46
α α| +⟩ = | ⟩ + | ⟩X i YEL sin cos (2a)
α α| −⟩ = | ⟩ − | ⟩X i YEL cos sin (2b)
and have respective energies ω δ δ= ℏ ± +±E z0
1
2 1
2 2 . The
field dependent angle, α, is defined as
δ
δ( )arctan12 z1 . With
increasing field, the |X⟩ and |Y⟩ states acquire elliptic
symmetry, explaining the increase in the DCP. At high field
δz ≫ δ1 so α →π/4, the circular symmetry of the states is
restored and the DCP reaches its maximum. The relaxation
between the higher and lower lying energy states is governed
by the rates γ and γ̅ (see Figure 3b) where γ γ̅ = δ−e B k T( )/ B ; the
factor δ(B) = (δ1
2 + δz
2)1/2 is required by the Boltzmann
statistics for phonons of the bath at temperature T. In this
picture, the rate that governs the dynamics of the DCP is the
average relaxation rate, (γ + γ̅)/2 (see model in SI, S9), that
identifies with the spin relaxation decay rate, ΓS = 1/τS (τS is
the exciton spin relaxation time). The relaxation mechanism
corresponds to a process where the electron and the hole flip
their spin simultaneously by absorbing or emitting an acoustic
phonon (“direct” spin flip). This is thought to be the most
likely process in nanocrystals where (i) the processes relying
on the exciton motion (as for quantum-well excitons) are
suppressed47 and (ii) the relativistic effects that lead to the
spin-flip of single carriers, through spin−orbit coupling, has
been shown to be inefficient.48 For these reasons, we will
restrict our analysis to the dynamics between bright-states and
neglect processes that may act on single carriers or be
responsible for transfers between |X⟩ and |Y⟩ states and their
“dark” counterparts. Finally, as a first approximation, we also
assumed equal oscillator strength for states, |EL±⟩, associated
with the upper, and lower energy bright states branches. We
also show, in the SI section (S11), that field renormalization
effects that result from the inner−outer dielectric contrast can
be considered as negligible.
The DCP(B) evolution shown in Figure 2b,d is unusual but
can, based on the above, be rationalized as follows. Once the
polarization of the excitation (σ+ or σ−) is fixed, the interplay
between the exciton recombination and spin relaxation governs
the dynamics and occupation of the |EL+⟩ and |EL−⟩ states.
The inversion in the DCP sign, responsible for the positive dip
observed at low field under σ+ excitation, should hence be
associated with a decrease of τS with increasing magnetic field
(note that this decrease is confirmed and commented on
below). When we consider τS as being fixed, the relative weight
of σ+/σ− emission will also strongly depend on the thermal
occupation of the EL+ and EL− levels. This latter quantity can
be estimated from the ratio between the total energy splitting,
δ(Β), and the characteristic thermal width, kBT. Spin relaxation
will lead to larger DCPs when δ is larger than kBT. Based on
this, we expect lower DCP values at higher temperatures (for a
given B value), and in addition, the average difference between
the DCP values obtained using left and right-hand polarized
excitation should decrease (see Figure 2b,c). At high magnetic
Figure 3. Degree of linear polarization (DLP) at zero field and schematic of the lowest exciton energy sublevels in CdSe/CdTe NPLs as a
function of the Zeeman splitting. (a) Polar plot of PL intensities obtained from linearly polarized excitation at zero magnetic field. DLP
measurements were reproduced for different orientations of the linear incident polarization, β (angle between the laboratory horizontal axis,
taken as a reference, and the axis of incident polarization). Open squares and up and down triangles correspond to β equal to 0°, 30°, and
90°, respectively, for a resonant excitation. The solid circles show the measurements performed for an off-resonant excitation. In this latter
case, the response is independent of β. (b) Schematic of EFS levels and experimental configuration. The magnetic field remains
perpendicular to the plane of “flat-lying” NPLs. At B = 0, the EFS is composed of |X⟩ and |Y⟩ states associated with linearly polarized
transitions. Their energies are split by the fine structure splitting, δ1. The dipoles associated with |X⟩ and |Y⟩ are taken aligned with the NPLs
edges along the larger dimensions. With increasing magnetic field both states first acquire elliptic symmetry (|EL+⟩ and |EL−⟩ states defined
in eqs 2a and 2b) with principle axes still aligned with X and Y directions (region delimited by the dashed ellipse, with δz ≈ δ1). At higher
field |EL+⟩ and |EL−⟩ transform toward |+1⟩ and |−1⟩ owning pure circular symmetry and are accessible using σ+ and σ− circular light,
respectively. The energy separation between split states, δ(B), is δ(B)=(δ1
2 + δz
2)1/2. From the fit of the DCP curves, one finds, for the
exciton longitudinal Lande ́ factor, gz ≈ 0.7, meaning that α ≈ 40° for B ≈ 6 T; this provides an order of magnitude of the B field required to
generate quasi-circularly polarized transitions in the system.
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fields, and for T = 1.6 K, the observation of equal DCP for σ+
and σ− excitation indicates that the spin relaxation becomes
efficient enough to equilibrate the |EL+⟩ and |EL−⟩ state
populations within a time shorter than the exciton lifetime,
τR = 1/Γ. At B = 30 T, kBT≪ δ(Β) meaning that, very rapidly,
the lowest state is populated with the majority of the PL
intensity coming from this state. Under those conditions, a
DCP value of 1 is expected. The fact that the experimentally
obtained value differs from 1 (DCP ≈ 0.39) likely finds its
origin in the existence of NPLs that do not lie horizontally.
Finally, in the nonresonant scheme the populations of |EL+⟩
and |EL−⟩ states no longer depend on the incident
polarization and the σ+/σ− DCP(B) curves are identical
(Figure 2c). This is likely due to a complex cascade of spin
relaxations following excitation into the domain exciton states.
We remark that, as τS → 0, the |EL+⟩ and |EL−⟩ populations
immediately reach thermal equilibrium whatever the incident
beam polarization and the situation of nonresonant excitation
is recovered (see Figure S12).
Complete consideration of the effects of orientational
disorder is beyond the scope of the present work. However,
to gain an improved agreement between simulated DCPs and
the experimental data, refinements to model presented above
can be considered, namely via the inclusion of a second
population made of NPLs with an “edge” configuration that
lies in a vertical plane. In this case, we consider the respective
fractions of “in-plane” and “edge” NPLs that compose the
medium as nhor and nver = 1 − nhor, respectively. These “edge”
NPLs deserve a particular attention with respect to the
magnetic coupling. The in-plane magnetic field causes a mixing
of bright (|X⟩, |Y⟩ states) and dark excitons (|X′⟩, |Y′⟩ states),
that are formed, for their part, from the hybridization of Ms =
± 2 states. The resulting wave function is, in its general form, a
linear combination of bright and dark states but exhibit a
structure where the |X⟩ (or |Y⟩) part is preserved as a whole
whatever the magnetic field amplitude38 (SI, S9). The coupling
to light operates through either the |X⟩ or the |Y⟩ component
in the wave function so that an edge NPL keeps absorbing or
emitting light along the X or Y direction as the amplitude of B
is changed. Hence, the vertical population will tend to lead to a
global reduction in the measured DCP preventing the
obtainment of DCP = 1 in the high field limit.
Fits of the DCP curves obtained within the above framework
are also shown in Figure 2b−d (see SI, S9, for the derivation of
the DCP expressions as well as for the description of the
adjustment procedure). The following set of EFS parameters is
found to simultaneously best fit all curves: δ1 ≈ 60 μeV, τR ≈
620 ns, gz ≈ 0.7. We also find nhor ≈ 0.24, suggesting a higher
amount of NPLs with a vertical orientation within the
polystyrene matrix. This is further supported by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images of the films obtained
following ultramicrotomy (see Figure S4) where it is also seen
that edge- and flat-lying NPLs are the majority population.
Varying the NPLs density inside the film could also allow us to
change the nhor/nver ratio, which would directly affect the high
field DCP value.7 Measurements as a function of the NPLs
concentration were not attempted in the present work. At 1.6
K, τR is found to be on the same order of magnitude as the
average lifetime extracted from the multiexponential fit of the
emission τ τ̅ = ∑ ∑ ≈N N( )/( ) 340 nsi i i i iR (Ai and τi are the
amplitudes and decay times of each component and Ni = Aiτi is
the number of photons emitted in the channel i). The model
also predicts a DLP = 0.5 at B = 0 which does not depend on
the ratio nhor/nver. This is generally in good agreement with the
values extracted from Figure 3a, although we find there to be a
degree of variation in the experimental data that, on average,
indicates this value to be slightly lower. The DLP dependence
on the magnetic field was also measured (Figure S13) and it is
consistently found that the DLP decreases as the magnetic field
is increased and states gain in circular symmetry. However, the
DLP value at high field does not reach zero, as would be
expected for ensembles of flat and edge-lying NPLs with
random orientations around the z axis, instead saturating at
∼15−20%. The existence of this residual DLP at high field can
be readily explained by taking into account a peaked
distribution in the orientation function (see simulation in SI,
S9). Local order may then also explain DLPs greater than 50%
at zero field that should be observed for given positions in the
sample; it is important to note that an in-plane global
orientation of NPLs has no influence on the DCP properties,
which were indeed found to be identical across the sample (SI,
S9).
Surprisingly, the bright-state splitting, δ1, is found to be
relatively large despite the spatial separation of the electron
and the hole and the associated reduced overlap of their wave
functions. This value compares more typically with the fine
structure state splitting found in epitaxially grown Ga(In)As
type-I quantum dots (δ1 ≈ 0.1 meV)5,38,44,49,50 but remains 1
order of magnitude lower than typical splittings measured in
highly confined CdSe NCs.51 The presence of a high dielectric
contrast between the NPL and the outside medium is expected
to lead to a magnification of all Coulomb interactions.52−54 For
instance, for direct Coulomb integrals, simulations suggest
values over half those in type-I NPLs but still comparable to
type-I spherical NCs,5 although these calculations do not take
into account the exchange interaction term responsible for the
lifting of degeneracy between |±1⟩ states. To the best of our
knowledge most studies on type-II NCs have so far focused on
the energetics of the excitonic transitions, associated binding
properties, or exciton−exciton interactions.55−59 One recent
work has addressed the EFS of type-II NCs having ellipsoidal
symmetry (GaAsSb-capped InAs quantum dots) with an aspect
ratio similar to the ones characterizing CdSe/CdTe NPLs.
Here it was shown that in the absence of dielectric
confinement, the long-range contribution of the exchange
interaction could already be responsible for splittings of tens of
μeV.60
Returning to the emission properties, we also find that the
PL decay is best described by a triexponential decay (across all
field B = 0−30 T). The multicomponent decay is not specific
to type-II NPLs; similar behavior is observed, at zero field, in
Cd-based homo- and heteroplatelets supporting direct
excitons.4,35 In core−shell CdS/CdSe NPLs, the strong
multiexponential decays were attributed to charge carrier
separation and release, responsible for long time scales delayed
emission.61 However, the decay’s structure was found to be
much more complex and was best fitted using a power law. We
now first comment on the PL dependence on the magnetic
field before addressing the effect of temperature. In the studied
CdSe/CdTe NPLs, the total PL intensity is found to remain
constant under resonant excitation within the explored B
range. The PL lifetimes are very weakly affected by the
magnetic field, as seen in Figure 4. At 1.6 K the decay
constants do not vary (within experimental error) and the
main change is an ∼20% variation of the amplitude associated
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with the fastest component, occurring between 0 and 8 T. A
similar B dependence has been observed in type-II 0D
quantum dots.62,63 In NCs, the weak field-dependence of PL
dynamics is generally attributed to species such as charged
excitons having only bright states which are insensitive to
bright-dark state coupling or mixing through the application of
the magnetic field.64 For charged excitons (trions), one carrier
interacts with the other that has two possible spin orientations
and the exchange energy splitting at zero field vanishes, leading
to states of circular symmetry.38 Therefore, in light of the
DCP/DLP values measured at B = 0 along with the narrow PL
band investigated (with uniform DCP), we deem trions to be a
minority among the emitting species at the explored PL
energies. A description of the full dynamics of the system and
the effect of trions is beyond the scope of the present
investigation, but note their presence cannot be fully ruled out.
The strong presence of edge lying NPLs is clearly evidenced in
STEM images of slices extracted from the studied films using
ultramicrotomy (SI, S4). Such NPLs should thus experience a
mixing between their optically active states and dark states that
is expected to noticeably impact the PL dynamics. As the PL
shows very weak variations, we conclude that the magneto-
optical coupling remains inefficient; in other words, the
magnetic term gzμBB stays below the bright state−dark state
splitting, Δ, and placing the Δ value above the meV.
Regardless, the unvarying average PL lifetime with B strongly
matches the hypothesis of τR being set as a constant, as was
done in the above analysis. As discussed, in this picture, the
ratio τR/τS(B) drives the DCP evolution via τs(B) (see below).
More surprising is the absence of PL variations with
temperature. When passing from 1.6 to 25 K, we note small
changes that mostly concern the relative amplitudes of the
components in the dynamics, not the decay constants
themselves (see Figure S9). Importantly, at low field, the
long-lived components are not affected when the temperature
is raised, and there is no acceleration of the dynamics that
would be characteristic of an activated back transfer from a
low-lying energy dark level.62,65 Our results thus support two
possible explanations: a small Δ value and a relatively strong
coupling between the bright and dark states on the one hand
or a rather low coupling between each manifold on the other;
following the discussion below, this is this latter hypothesis
that is retained. In the former case, Δ has to keep lower than
kBT whatever the temperature. This would first imply Δ to be
vanishingly small (≪∼140 μeV) in a system that despite its
type-II character has strong bright states splitting. This is in
contradiction with the results of magneto-PL indicating much
larger Δ. Furthermore, if single electron and hole spin flip were
both as fast as in type-I NPLs (characteristic times below 100
ps were evidenced),6 they should also manifest themselves in
the total PL decay at low temperature as a fast component. For
large Δ (Δ > kBT), the initial loss of population would be
nearly complete and it should reach ∼50% for quasi-
degenerate states (Δ ≪ kBT). This ultrashort depletion of
the bright states is not observed under quasi-resonant
excitation of the IX transition (see Figure 4c). Let us remark
that the fastest PL component has a dynamic around ∼2 ns
that cannot be associated with the individual spin carrier
relaxation either for it would be perfectly detectable in the
DCP time decay. We thus come to the conclusion that the
coupling between bright and dark states has to be inefficient
and that the exchange interaction is the main source for
exciton spin relaxation. The picture is also strongly supported
by the measurement of PL yield as high as 86% at 4 K.31
As an explanation, we suggest that the investigated NPLs
share more properties with type-II quantum dots or at least we
believe they cannot be directly compared to homonanoplate-
lets. The dielectric confinement can have a strong impact on
the localization of the electronic density close to the interface:
the exciton is less mobile and the size of the CdTe region is a
parameter of poor influence since there is limited dilution of
the charge density in the crown.66 As mentioned previously, we
expect consequently that the processes relying on the exciton
motion, like in QWs, are quasi-suppressed; then the individual
electron and hole spin flip processes that are based on the
spin−orbit coupling are inefficient like in QDs.48 In addition
the dielectric contrast favors all Coulomb interactions and, as a
consequence, increases exchange integrals. Although further
calculations are required to quantify this electrostatic effect we
note that the IX binding energy that is a probe of direct
Coulomb interaction, should already be large enough to
surpass kBT ∼ 25 meV because the IX PL is visible at room
temperature. In highly confined type-II CdTe/CdSe/CdTe
nanorods, calculations place the IX binding energy around
∼150−200 meV (including the mismatch in εr between the
semiconductor and air).59 The enhancement effect will be
weaker in our samples since polystyrene has a higher dielectric
constant, however the exchange interaction can be increased
significantly, which should additionally promote the direct
spin-flip process (to the best of our knowledge, numerical
estimations of exchange integrals are not available in the
literature). The dependence of the exciton spin relaxation time
on the magnetic field, as a power law, comes as another
evidence of the predominance of exchange interaction driven
Figure 4. Photoluminescence (PL) dynamics as a function of the
magnetic field (T = 1.6 K). The excitation is tuned to 640 nm
(quasi-resonant scheme). (a) Decay of the total PL intensity shows
little variation with increasing magnetic field. The experimental
curves are best-fitted using three exponentials (Ai, τi, i = 1−3). (b)
Decay kinetics: evolution of the decay constants, τi, with the
magnetic field, B. (c) PL decay obtained under quasi-resonant
excitation (λex = 610 nm, σ
+ excitation) of the IX transition at T =
1.6 K and for B = 0. The curves correspond to two different probed
regions. The dash lines are monoexponential fits with a decay
constant, τ ≈ 2.7 ns, in agreement with the measurements
performed on a longer time range. (d) Amplitude of components
Ai as a function of B. In (b) and (d), open/filled symbols are for
σ+/σ− excitations, respectively.
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processes (see below). Finally, we note that the “freezing” of
individual carrier spin flip was also noticed recently in high
quality coupled QWs supporting IXs.67,68 We also remark that
the absence of accepting phonon modes that are able to bridge
the gap between the Zeeman states (bottleneck effect) may
play a role and hamper intraband relaxation.69
Quantum Beat Spectroscopy. Time-resolved optical
techniques are very useful in probing the EFS of nanostruc-
tures. Here quasi-resonant pump−probe spectroscopy is used
as a complementary tool to investigate IX states at zero field. In
particular, the coherent superposition of the |X⟩ and |Y⟩
sublevels can be induced by a linearly polarized pump pulse,
resonant with the IX transition. The coherent superposition
formed is expected to evolve in time with quantum
interference effects that manifest themselves as quantum
beats in the field of a low intensity probe pulse.70−73 Note
that similar beats can also be detected in experiments that
address the PL decay.74,75 For the quasi-resonant scheme and
identical linear polarizations of both pump and probe beams,
the expression of the differential transmittance takes the form
(see SI, S10, for full mathematical derivation)
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where ΔT/T is the normalized differential change in
transmission (T) with pump on and off, Δt is the pump−
probe delay time, θ is the angle between the incident electric
fields and the NPL X axis (−π/2 ≤ θ < π/2), and ω1 is related
to the splitting energy, δ1, according to ℏω1 = δ1. One should
note that eq 3 holds only for a single platelet that lies in the
plane of the substrate and is illuminated by pump and probe
beams under normal incidence (z direction). Equation 3
contains two terms whose amplitudes depend on θ: the first
term is a decreasing exponential with a characteristic time
corresponding to the IX lifetime and the second one is a
damped oscillatory term. The period of the beats (in the
second term) is a direct measure of δ1 whereas the beats
damping rate is the inverse of the average time, T2, during
which the superposition is maintained; T2 characterizes the
dynamics of decoherence between the |X⟩ and |Y⟩ sublevels. In
Figure 5 the pump is tuned to ∼618 nm, and ΔT/T is
recorded as a function of the pump−probe delay, to 622 nm,
i.e., as close as possible to the excitation wavelength. The
spectral width of the pump pulse is ΔPu ≈ 6 meV; ΔPu ≫ δ1
ensures that a coherence is actually generated with equivalent
initial population of |X⟩ and |Y⟩ sublevels. Beats are observed
with a magnitude which represents tens of percents of the
global ΔT/T signal.
Following eq 3, the optimal contrast in the beating signal is
obtained for θ = θ0 = ± π/4. The beating is visible if θ ≈ θ0 is
achieved inside the probed NPLs ensemble, with the further
condition that θ is roughly the same for all the excited NPLs.
The disorder in the NPLs orientation, through a distribution of
θ, is detrimental to the observation of contrasted oscillations
and to the extraction of the key parameters (θ > 0 and θ < 0
lead to antiphase contributions in the second term of eq 3). It
is hence unsurprising that the detection of the beating in the
differential transmission signal was not systematic but observed
only at given positions, in highly diluted samples, where it is
very likely that very few NPLs contribute to the signal and
where a sufficient degree of local order exists. As a result, we do
not average eq 3 over θ and quantify any impact of disorder
(both in plane and out of plane). Instead, we regard the
experimental decay constant more representative of an
inhomogeneous dephasing time, T2*, with the damping of
beats very likely strengthened by the remaining inhomogeneity
in the EFS that can be described by a distribution of the
splitting energies. In light of these assumptions, we shall only
insist on the order of magnitude associated with the extracted
parameters.
The trace in the inset of Figure 5 represents the Fourier
transform of the experimental ΔT/T signal. The central
frequency corresponds to a period 2π/ω1 ≈ 140 ps leading to
δ1 ≈ 30 μeV, in good agreement with the value deduced from
the magneto-optical spectroscopy in spite of the simplified
basis used for the analysis. We assume here that the states are
excited as a coherent superposition and the excitons probed
belong to the same inhomogeneous band as investigated by
magneto-PL. We thus place the splitting energy value of the
studied NPLs in the tens of μeV range. The remaining
adjustment provides T2* ≈ 300 ps as well as τR ≈ 290 ps which
is close to the fastest constant appearing in the emission decay.
The values reported for T2* in an ensemble of epitaxial dots
shows a rather large variation from ∼20 ps to a few hundreds
of ps.46,70,76 The fact that the value found in this work is
situated in the upper part of the range is particularly important
regarding application in quantum devices that are based on
coherent manipulations.21 We finally note that eq 3 is derived
under the assumption that the NPL plane is orthogonal to the
polarization plane of the incident light. Here it is also difficult
to evaluate the role of NPLs that do not arrange flatwise. NPLs
lying on their edge will contribute via stimulated emission from
the |X⟩ (or |Y⟩) state, at the rate τR, in the differential
transmittance signal and will add to the background. We hence
conjecture that the orders of magnitude of the parameters
Figure 5. Differential transmittance of highly diluted films in quasi-
resonant pump−probe configuration. (a) Experimental configu-
ration: the pump (Epu) and probe (Epr) fields have linear
polarizations. The pump is tuned to λpu ≈ 618 nm, whereas the
probe is a broadband continuum (520 nm < λpr < 900 nm, delay
Δt) allowing quasi-degenerate spectral-temporal analysis. The time
resolution is ∼0.2 ps. Details of the pump and probe pulse
preparation can be found in the Supporting Information. We note
θ as the angle between the incident polarization and the NPL X
axis. An analyzer set parallel to the incident polarization is placed
on the optical path of the transmitted probe. (b) Differential
transmittance signal (solid dots); the solid red line is a guide to the
eye. The multistep fitting of the signal using Equation 3 provides
the parameters describing the state dynamics τR, T2 as well as the
EFS parameter, δ1 (see main text and SI). Inset: Fourier transform
of the oscillating contribution; the beat period is found to be
around ∼140 ps, leading to a splitting, δ1 ≈ 30 μeV.
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would not change in the frame of more refined descriptions. In
summary, the zero field spectroscopy results outlined also
support the assignment of linear polarization within the EFS of
indirect excitons.
For type-I dots, either epitaxial or colloidal, a lifting of the
|±1⟩ state’s degeneracy is always accompanied by linear
optically active dipoles.38,43 The effect is accounted for by the
introduction of anisotropy in the electron−hole exchange
interaction, itself related to a lowering of the dot symmetry.
The latter loss of symmetry can have a more “local” character.
For example, symmetry lowering of the crystalline phase in
perovskite NCs results in the linearization of states.77,78
Nevertheless, the exchange interaction, through its long-range
contribution, also probes the shape of the electronic confine-
ment potential and determines states mixing in the EFS. This is
accepted as the dominant mechanism for the generation of
linearly polarized states in III−V or II−VI semiconductor-
based systems with zinc blende structure.30,43 In core−crown
NPLs, because of the rectangular shape (D2 symmetry point
group), the symmetry axis along the confinement direction is
lost which implies states hybridization.38 Moreover, the
dielectric confinement leads to enhanced Coulombic effects
that, in addition to strengthening the binding (IX PL is
observed at room temperature),36 also contribute to the large
exchange interaction responsible for effective |±1⟩ state mixing
and large exciton sublevels splittings. Finally, at the present it is
hard to estimate the impact of localization at the core−crown
interface. In type-I epitaxial QWs although |±1⟩ states are
predicted, an important degree of linear polarization is also
usually observed. It is related to the contribution of excitons
localized in rectangular islands at the QW interface. The state
splitting is then due to the in-plane interfacial anisotropy of the
localizing potential, a situation that directly compares to the
one found in type-I dots.43,79 The idea was recently applied to
core−shell, type-I, NPLs in order to model the influence of the
roughness of the core−shell interface.80 In this picture
excitonic splitting values resulting from ≈1 monolayer
thickness fluctuations seem to be placed in the one meV to
tens of meV range. It could be interesting to adapt this model
to the type-II core−crown geometry studied here, taking into
account dielectric confinement. We remark that in type-II
epitaxial QWs localization models have been abandoned
because the exchange interactions have been deemed too
small to produce splittings in agreement with experimental
observations. Instead models based on hh-lh mixing resulting
from symmetry lowering of the interface are preferred.81
Nonetheless, the effect of imperfect interfaces and local
symmetry effects, despite being challenging to study, warrant
further theoretical and numerical investigation to obtain an
even clearer view of EFS in core−crown NPLs.
Exciton Spin Relaxation. The time-resolved decay of the
DCP is shown in the left panel of Figure 6 for selected
magnetic field strengths. Contrary to what was observed for the
PL decay, there is no evidence for multiexponential dynamics,
further indicating our measurements probe a single relaxation
process. We emphasize that competing mechanisms (simulta-
neous versus sequential carriers spin flip) with distinct
dynamics would lead to biexponential decays.82 In the
following, we identify the mechanism to be the exciton spin
flip and extract the exciton spin lifetime, τS, defined as
τS = 2/(γ + γ̅) (see model in SI, S9). The plot τS(B) is given in
the right panel of Figure 6 for the two temperatures, T = 1.6
and 25 K. At the lowest temperature, τS(B) is perfectly fitted
using a power law: τS(B) ∝ B−3.2, whereas the curve at 25 K
exhibits a plateau at low field, indicating an interplay of
different mechanisms. If we write the relaxation rate, ΓS = 1/
τS, where ΓS = ΓS,0 + aB−α, one consistently finds α ≈ −3.0 and
τ0 = 1/ ΓS,0 ≈ 17 ns. On moderate increase from T ≈ 1.6 K,
the spin lifetime τS quickly decreases by 2 orders of magnitude
and crosses the value of τR at B ≈ 3 T (considering the
component τi ≥ 350 ns that contributes the greatest number of
emitted photons). We note this is in line with predictions of
the model outlined above to explain the inversion of the DCP
under σ+ excitation, which roughly occurs around the same
field strength.
To the best of our knowledge, investigations of the
mechanism of exciton spin-flip have not been made hitherto
in type-II nanocrystalline systems. However, some tentative
indications can be found in the work of Tsitsishvili et al.,47 who
examined an intrinsic mechanism for spin-flip transitions in
asymmetrical dots with classical type-I band structure. Their
calculations indeed provide a value for α = 3. In their scheme
the electron and the hole spin flip simultaneously by emitting
or absorbing an acoustic phonon. However, the coupling
between the degrees of spin and deformations is not contained
in the bare electron/hole-phonon Hamiltonian. It is made
possible through valence band mixing (between hh and lh
states) due to the interplay of the short-range interaction and
the lattice deformation. Hence spin relaxation between |X⟩ and
|Y⟩ (and more generally |EL+⟩ and |EL−⟩ states) can be
Figure 6. Time-resolved DCP measurements and longitudinal spin
relaxation time as a function of the field strength. Left panel: DCP
decay kinetics at various magnetic field strengths. DCP curves are
extracted from the time-resolved PL (see main text) excited at
resonance (σ+ excitation, λex = 640 nm, T = 1.6 K). At all magnetic
field amplitudes, the curves follow a monoexponential decay. Right
panel: longitudinal spin relaxation time (spin lifetime, τS) as a
function of B; the values are obtained from the fits of DCP(t)
curves at T = 1.6 K (open squares) and 25 K (solid squares). At 1.6
K reliable lifetimes could not be obtained below 2 T due to the
slow relaxations and noise in data. At high fields (B > 25 T), the
spin relaxation time is ∼0.5 ns (setup instrument response ∼120
ps). τS(B) fits to a power law and a modified power law are also
plotted as a red solid line and a blue solid line, respectively. The
horizontal dashed line marks the value of the exciton lifetime
(recombination time) at 1.6 K (long-lived component of the PL
decay).
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envisaged as a result of lh−hh exciton mixing that operates as a
second order perturbation. However, the model in this work
only considers interaction with bulk phonons via a plane-wave
phonon field and cannot satisfactorily be applied to free-
standing NPLs known to support acoustical modes close to
Lamb modes with additional quantization of the phonon
wavevector in the confinement direction. Hence, further
theoretical studies are required, especially taking into account
type-II excitons and the composite structure of the NPL. Let
us finally note that the relaxation process should be
independent of how the exciton sublevels are initially
populated. As expected, a cubic power law in field is indeed
observed for the spin relaxation time, at 1.6 K, under
nonresonant excitation (see Figure S10).
The T = 25 K curve joins the B−3 asymptote at higher field.
At this temperature kBT ≈ 2.2 meV and corresponds to B0 ≈
40 T in δ. Below B0 the separation in energy between the
|EL+⟩ and |EL−⟩ levels is lower than the characteristic thermal
energy. In this regime (δ ≤ kBT) other mechanisms for
relaxation should thus be considered. In a similar manner we
find B0 ≈ 2.3 T at T = 1.6 K which roughly sets the limit for
the transition at low temperature. Since below B0 the DCP
becomes quasi-constant across the scanned temporal window,
a decay could not be extracted; consequently the low-field
region of the curve (B < 2T) could not be explored within the
present work. The weak dependence of τS on the magnetic
field below B0 does not have a trivial explanation. This could
be the signature of multiphonon processes. Contrary to one-
phonon processes, phonon energies do not need to match the
Zeeman energy separation and the remaining field dependence
becomes intrinsic to the effective spin-phonon coupling
mechanism itself. Theoretical investigations for heavy-hole
spin relaxation in quantum dots indeed predict behaviors
similar to the one observed in the present work, namely, a
saturation of τS at low magnetic fields accompanied by a
variation of ∼2 orders of magnitude between ∼1 and 10 K.83
However, the theory does not consider the exciton spin-flip
mechanism and therefore cannot be directly transposed.
To summarize, τS at 2 T already provides a lower limit of the
IX spin lifetime in NPLs (∼600 ns). As the curve inclination is
still not visible, significantly higher values of τS are expected at
zero field. The present work allows us to place it in the μs
range (at low temperature), much longer than the previously
reported value in type-I CdSe/CdS NPLs where τS is found in
the ns range,7 and comparable to the relaxation time measured
in QWs combining indirect band gap and type-II band
alignment.84
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the EFS of indirect (or charge transfer) excitons
in type-II core−crown CdSe/CdTe NPLs has been studied
using low-temperature magneto-optical techniques under high
fields and nonlinear optical spectroscopy at zero field. Quasi-
resonant excitation of the IX transition, using σ+ and σ−
polarized light, allows the selective addressing of the fine
structure sublevels. DCP and DLP measurements allow us to
circumvent the issue of strong inhomogeneous broadening of
the IX transition and to evidence the two optically active,
linearly polarized states that compose the EFS at zero field.
The model developed to account for the DCP and DLP
measurements leads to the values of the IX Lande ́ factor (gz ≈
0.7) and to the zero-field energy splitting, δ1, between the
evidenced bright levels (found in the tens of μeV range). This
first determination of δ1 is consistent with the results from the
quantum-beat experiments performed in the pump−probe
configuration where we monitor the time evolution of a pump-
induced coherent superposition of the EFS bright states.
The fact that δ1 compares with the splitting usually observed
in type-I epitaxial dots or type-I NCs, presenting a similar
degree of confinement, is a consequence of the strong
dielectric contrast that IXs experience in NPLs and explains
the intriguingly strong IX binding. On this basis, we conjecture
that despite the type-II band alignment, the mixing of the
states of momentum Ms = ± 1 leading to linear dipolar activity,
is due to the anisotropy of the electron−hole exchange
interaction arising from the breaking of NPLs in-plane
rotational symmetry. We also show that relaxation between
fine structure sublevels is most likely driven by the direct spin-
flip process between the bright sublevels. Additionally, we
provide an estimate for a lower bound of the exciton spin
lifetime at low temperature, τS ≈ 1 μs. An evaluation of the
spin coherence properties is also obtained with the estimation
of the inhomogeneous dephasing time from the beating
experiment (T2* ≈ 300 ps). These results all indicate the
strong potential of such NPLs to retain spin information and
be of promise for quantum devices. Several questions are raised
at the same time by this work such as the origin of the B−3
dependence of the exciton “direct” spin-flip rate (evidenced at
low temperature), the nature of the spin relaxation
mechanisms that take over at higher temperatures and the
apparent absence of effects that would be the signature of
coupling between bright and dark excitons. In particular, the
precise positioning of the IX dark state and the magnitude of
the bright-dark state coupling, remain important questions.
Further experimental and theoretical investigations are
required to examine the origin of these effects.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Sample preparation. Four monolayer thick core−crown CdSe/
CdTe nanoplatelets were prepared as detailed by Pedetti et al.15 (see
SI, S1, for full details). NPL films were prepared on precleaned
(acetone/2-propanol/O2 plasma) 4 mm × 4 mm quartz substrates.
NPLs in hexane (25 mg/mL) were mixed in a 1:2 ratio with
polystyrene (250,000 Mw; Sigma) in toluene. The solution was then
dropcasted or doctor bladed (at room temperature) onto the glass
substrates to produce homogeneous films. A second set of samples
where no polystyrene was added were also prepared. The magnetic
field response of such platelets was found to be identical. Samples
preparation was performed in an inert Ar atmosphere to prevent
oxidative damage; samples were vacuum sealed for transport. All
measurements were performed within 2 weeks of nanoplatelet
synthesis with a minimum exposure of platelets to the environment.
Temperature-Dependent Absorption. An Agilent Cary 6000i
UV−vis−NIR spectrophotometer with blank substrate correction was
used. Spin-coated samples on fused silica substrates were placed in a
continuous-flow cryostat (Oxford Instruments Optistat CF-V) under
a helium atmosphere. We allowed the sample temperature to
equilibrate for 30 min before taking data.
Magneto-Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy. Magneto-circular
dichroism measurements were performed on a CD spectrometer (J-
1500CD, JASCO corporation) using 0.4 and 1.6 T removable
permanent magnets (JASCO PM-409 and PM-491, respectively).
Samples were measured as dilute dispersions of hexane solution with
an approximate sample OD of 0.6 at 550 nm (1 mm path length
cuvettes (Helma)). The scan rate, resolution and data interval time
were set to 50 nm/min, 1 nm and 1 s, respectively. To obtain accurate
MCD devoid of any artifacts from the selective reflection and
scattering, spectra were recorded at two magnet orientations, N → S
(north to south) and S → N (south to north), in the direction of
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propagation of incident light. The MCD signal was then taken as the
difference between the two spectra divided by two:
= → − →MCD S)CD(N CD(S N)
2
.
Degree of Linear Polarization Measurements at Zero
Magnetic Field. The DLP measurements at zero magnetic field
were performed on NPLs mixed with polystyrene and dropcasted
onto 4 mm × 4 mm glass slides. The samples were mounted in a
cryostat (Oxford Instruments) and cooled to 5 K. The excitation,
delivered by an optical parametric oscillator (82 MHz repetition rate),
was tuned at 640 nm; the spot size of the beam at the focus was ∼5
μm. The polarization of the excitation was controlled by a thin film
polarizer followed by a half-wave plate along the optical path. The PL
of the NPLs was collected with a 0.25 NA objective and the
polarization of the PL was directly analyzed after the objective with a
motorized half-wave plate (Thorlabs) and an analyzer (the direction
of which is parallel to the grating grooves of the spectrometer). A
Semrock filter was used to get rid of the scattered light from the
excitation and to select the wavelengths of interest in the spectra.
Steady-State and Time-Resolved Photoluminescence Spec-
troscopy with High Magnetic Fields. Measurements were
performed at the High Field Magnet Laboratory, Nijmegen,
Netherlands. Samples were mounted in a titanium holder and
mounted onto an xyz piezo stage (AttoCube). The stage was placed
in an optical probe and mounted inside a liquid helium bath cryostat
(4.2 K) and inserted in a 50 mm bore Florida-Bitter electromagnet
with a maximum DC magnetic field strength of 31 T. Measurements
performed at 1.6 K were carried out under pumped Helium.
Experiments were performed in Faraday geometry with the excitation
and detection light parallel to the magnetic field direction. Picosecond
laser diodes (PicoQuant) operating in either c.w. or pulsed mode
(250 kHz) and centered either at 485 and 640 nm were used to excite
the sample. Spatially filtered laser light was focused onto the sample
using a 1.1 NA objective with PL collected through the objective in a
backscattering geometry. The excitation light was filtered using
appropriate long-pass filters (Semrock). After passing through a
calibrated waveplate (Melles Griot) and polarizer (Thorlabs)
combination, the PL was focused with a 150 mm lens onto either
the slit of a Princeton Instruments Si CCD spectrometer (1200 lines
per mm grating) or Si avalanche photodiode (MPD) connected to a
single-photon counter. The time resolution of the time-correlated
single-photon counting setup was approximately ∼120 ps. The sample
temperature was left to equilibrate for at least 30 min prior to
measurement. Further details of the measurement are provided in the
Supporting Information (S1). Subnanosecond time-resolved PL
experiments (overall time resolution ∼10 ps) were performed using
a streak camera (C5680 model from Hamamatsu) coupled to a Acton
SP2760i imaging spectrometer (focal length f = 750 mm, 300 lines/
mm grating, Princeton Instrument).
Picosecond Spin Beating Experiments. The ps-spin beating
TA experiments were performed using an Yb-based amplified system
(PHAROS, Light Conversion) providing 14.5 W at 1030 nm and 38
kHz repetition rate. The probe beam is generated by focusing a
portion of the fundamental into a 4 mm YAG substrate and spans
from 520 to 900 nm. The pump beam is generated by seeding a
portion of the fundamental to a narrow band optical parametric
oscillator (ORPHEUS-LYRA, Light Conversion). The pump pulse
was set to 618 nm and narrowed to an fwhm of ∼2 nm (6 meV) by
means of short-pass−band-pass filter combination (Semrock). Thin
films of dilute NPLs were prepared by mixing a 0.01 mg/mL solution
of CdSe/CdTe NPLs with 4 mL of toluene/polystyrene (200,000Mw;
Sigma). The resulting solution was blade coated onto quartz slides
(Spectrosil) to produce homogeneous thin films. Samples were placed
in a cryostat (Janis Instruments) and cooled down to 6 K. The sample
temperature was left to equilibrate for 90 min prior to measuring. The
pump and probe beams were overlapped and focused onto the
sample; there are approximately 50−100 NPLs estimated to be within
the excitation spot. The NPLs are assumed to be approximately
randomly orientated within the film. The pump and probe pulse
polarizations were set to the same linear polarization by means of a
half-waveplate (Thorlabs), i.e., parallel−parallel pump probe config-
uration. The pump fluence was typically 45 μJ/cm2. The white light
probe was delayed using a computer-controlled piezoelectric trans-
lation stage (Newport), and a sequence of probe pulses with and
without pump was generated using a chopper wheel (Thorlabs) on
the pump beam. The linear polarization of the probe pulse
transmitted through the sample was detected by a silicon photodiode
array camera (Stressing Entwicklunsbüro).
Data Analysis. Data analysis was carried out with custom codes
written using MATLAB and Origin software. The details of specific
algorithms used in the analysis are discussed in the Supporting
Information.
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